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St. Patrick means tradition Opening of
Holiday
salutes the
Irish ways

Nancy Nadel Daily staff photographer
I.iam O’Brian readies for St. Patrick’s Day. The native from Dublin. Ireland discusses the way Irish way
of life and celebrating the holiday. O’Brian has only been in California for eight months. He said he will
he celebrating the holiday in a traditional Irish fashion, with a mug of Guiness beer.

Green beer, fun
await pub-goers
St. Patrick’s Day is a day that sees a tremendous influx of patrons at bars and nightclubs. For many, a visit
to the local bar is a necessary part of the celebration.
Though many bars plan to run specials to commemorate
St. Patrick, there are actually few bars in this area that
cater to an Irish clientele on a regular basis. These bars
are expected to he exceptionally crowded with revelers
intent on drinking at a pub with an authentic Irish environment.
Stanley’s Bar & Grill
2369 Winchester Blvd..
Campbell. Owner Stan Baker said, "On St. Patrick’s
Day, we take down our regular menu and just offer our
boiled dinner all day long. We offer homemade soda
bread and Bailey’s Irish Creme pudding for desert. We
bring in wandering musicians at lunch and at dinnertime
have a sing -along. We’ll also have someone playing a
bagpipe, and will feature the world’s largest leprechaun.
’The Irish have a special dispensation from the
See PUBS. page 3

Nancy Nadel Daily staff photographer
Susan McDonnel, Dublin, Ireland native Liam
O’Brien, center and Angelo Caruana prepare for
St. Patrick’s Day at C.B. Hannegans in lox Gatos.

By Hans Ingebretsen
Daily staff writer
For Irish Americans, St. Patrick’s Day is one of the most important days of the year. It’s a day
to celebrate their heritage and he
joined by the large majority of the
populace in honoring St. Patrick
and the Irish way of life.
For the Irish who are away
from their homeland, this is a day
to remember their loved ones while
sipping on a pint of Guiness, an
Irish ale. Maybe even two pints.
Three? Four?
Liam O’Brien, a resident of
Dublin, Ireland, has been in California for about eight months. A
carefree. happy Irishman, he loves
to travel, play his guitar and sing
traditional Irish folk songs. He
came to California to visit his sister, Donna, and decided to stay and
enjoy the San Jose area.
"Well,
Paddy’s
day,"
O’Brien said. "See, for me, it’s
different than for everybody else. I
get up in the morn and go to the dog
show, right. See, you have the holy
hour in Dublin, which is where the
pubs close from 2:30 to 3:30 and
you can’t get a drink daring that
hour. But I’m smart, ’cause in the
dog show they have a bar set up for
the day, and the guards (police),
they never think of raidin’ it, so
you can drink from the morn right
through.
"So after the dog show. I get
the old train from Landsdown Road
to Raheny. Then I go home and get
me dinner this is about five in
the evening. Then I have a little kip
la nap) in the scratcher (a bed).
Around seven I hit the pub the
Concord is where we drink. Then
you drown the shamrock in style
and get good and drunk (pronounced dmonk by a good Irishman).
"After you get droonk, when
11:30 in
the pubs close that’s
you get a Joe-maxi
the night
(taxi) out to a local disco and dance
the night away. And if you’re
lucky, the rest is censored. And if
not, you wake up the next morn
with a heaut of a ’angover."
O’Brien noted that his employer had given him the day off to
celebrate St. Patrick’s Day, hut
wondered what kind of work he
would he able to produce the following day.
He sat near the dart hoard at
C.B. Hannegan’s, a local Irish pub
swathed in deep shades of green,
with rich, dark -finished woodwork.
O’Brien sipped on a pint of Guiness. the thick, dark brown ale that
is brewed in his home town, and related the story of St. Patrick.
"Well, he was a pig farmer.
He came from England or Scotland
or somewhere like that. He was put
in the pig farm as a slave and he
had all the pig sloppin’ to do,
’cause his masters were really
cruel." O’Brien said.
"Then he escaped and he went
away. He became a priest and then
he came to Ireland and converted
the Irish to Catholicism. That’s
what I know about the (guy).
Right. He chased all the snakes out
of Ireland. hut he didn’t get them
See PATRICK. page 3

credit union
awaits OK
Fullerton
last obstacle
By David Barry
Daily staff writer
The Washington Square Federal
Credit Union needs two signatures before it can open on campus.
The first must come from John
Hillyard. CSU chief of auxiliary and
business services, who must approve
the lease that will enable the credit
union to operate in the Associated Students Business Office.
If Hillyard approves the lease, it
will be sent to SJSU President Gail
Fullerton for final approval.
Last week. Mike McLennan,
chairman of the Washington Square
Federal Credit Union, had expressed
the desire to have the lease approved
try Wednesday.
But as of Monday. McLennan

’him Boothe
...A.S. president
and A.S. President Tom Boothe had
not yet sent the lease to Hillyard’s office in Long Beach.
McLennan’s optimism had been
spewed by votes last week by the A.S.
hoard of directors and the credit union
hoard of directors to amend the
See CREDIT. hack page

Fremont factory
turns over profits
Japanese factory management
forum led by auto executive
By Rosa Tong
Daily staff writer
For people in the automobile industry. the New United Motors Manufacturing Inc. (NUMMI) in Fremont
is an experiment, combining U.S. and
Japanese skills in the production of a
new breed of cars.
But for a group of SJSU business
students. NUMMI represents a vivid
example of management through common sense.
At a meeting last Friday, sponsored by the American Production and
Inventory Control Society at SJSU.
Michael Demmer. community relations specialist from NUMMI gave an
overview of the operation and organization of the company.
Dammer said the ideas of lap&

’Technology isn’t
going to save America;
it’s back to common
treating
sense
people as people’
Karen Haff
president of APICS
nese management are based on common sense. "What makes the difference is that we (NUMMI) treat people
as individuals."
See NUMMI. back page

Food tasters choose
meals to win or lose
Taste tests
given Thursdays
By DivyaJhada
Daily staff writer
Just as Cleopatra had tasters who
ensured the ruler of Egypt wasn’t poisoned. SJSU students have a staff who
tastes and tests Mix’ available on -campus to ensure quality of the food.
"We sample the products that various companies show us and decide
whether to purchase them for the university." said Judy McHan. secretary
to the food service director.

Four food ser% ice managers and
the director are unsolved in the tasting.
McHan said
There are student representatives
from the Dining Commons for the
food tasting. On many occasions there
is student input in food lasting through
the student employees of food services. said Lorraine David, director of
Fond Services.
’The latest item that created the
most excitement is the various flavored seltzer waters. We have a number of brands on the shelf.’’ she said.
The products are sometimes tried
out on a trial basis and remain if they
See TASTING. had( page

Small fire causes no damage, but gives fraternity members a scare
Victor Manuel ’Fianna*
Dolly staff writer
A fire at the Delta Upsilon ’rateroily early Saturday morning was extinpinhed by two members soon after it
ignited.
Associated Students President
Tons Bootl.e, a member of the fraternity who was there when it happened,
mid members Curtis Forrester and
Troy Wilson managed to quell the fire,
which Boothe speculated started from
a smoldering cigarette.
Forrester denied any knowledge
of the incident.

Smoldering cigarette may be to blame for Delta Upsilon flames
Capt. Donald Perkins of the San
Jose Fire Department said the fire is
under investigation.
Boothe said it took two foe extinguishers to put out the flames after the
smoke alarms signaled the fire.
By the time firefighters arrived at
house at 283 S. Tenth St., the fire had
been extinguished. Boothe said.
There were approximately 25 to
30 people attending a party at the

house when the lire started, he said.
Robin Leib). a Delta Gamma
member who lives nest door, said the
fraternity was having an exchange, a
fraternity -sorority get-together. The
theme of the party was "Pimps and
Prostitutes," Liehl said.
"Everybody started smelling
smoke, hut we didn’t know why Then
somebody said it was a fire and everybody started getting out. she said.

The fire was extinguished quickly
after it started hut there was lots of
smoke, Leib! said.
"It was mostly smoke," she said.
"They put out the fire really quick."
She said there was only minor
damage to the house.
Boothe said he was not sure exactly what caught lire ---- a couch, a
piece of paper or some other object in
the basement He said many people at

the party were smoking.
"It could have been a catastrophe
had it been allowed to linger," flixuhe
said."I still remember very well the
ATO (Alpha Tau Omega) fire a few
years ago. A very good friend of mine
died in that fire it was scary."
No one was injured by the Saturday fire.
Several members of Delta Upsilon refused to comment on the event.

’Everybody started
smelling smoke, but
we didn’t know why.’
Robin Leibl,
Dens Gamma member
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Editorials

Who’s heard of Eastern Illinois?
the Eastern Illinois University Panthers the first game of the 1987 football
season ruins any hope the Spartans had of
shedding their Rodney Dangerfield image.
After the 1986 Spartans won the PCAA
championship with a 10-2 record and routed
Miami of Ohio in the California Bowl, the team
thought it might garner some respect. But the
team received attention from only one poll
Sports Illustrated ranked the team 20th and
generally was perceived as a fluke, even
though the Spartans defeated a highly touted
Fresno State team.
With many of 1986’s stars returning, including Heisman Trophy candidate Mike
Perez, 1987 was supposed to be the year the
Spanans put SJSU on the NCAA map.
Then Eastern Illinois happened.
Yes, the Panthers from Charleston, Ill.
will be making their way to SJSU for the first
game of the season, and they’re probably elated
about it.
But Spartan fans are hoping it’s some kind
of sick joke.
With an open date on this year’s schedule,
the Spartans looked high and low to find a
team - not just an ordinary team, but a team
with a Goliath image.
There was talk of possibly playing a perennial powerhouse like the Oklahoma Sooners
of the Big Eight Conference. Granted, Oklahoma didn’t lit in the Spartans’ schedule, but a
victory over a team of that status would give
SJSU instant national recognition.
Instead the Spartans end up with a team
worse than ordinary, a team from the Gateway
Conference. The Gateway Conference? How
many people know who, what and even where
Playing

the Gateway Conlerence is?
Granted, the Panthers aren’t a slouch
team they have accumulated a 79-30-1 record over the past nine years, and have the best
record of any Illinois team, including the University of Illinois of the Big Ten Conference.
The problem is the Panthers are in a Division I -AA conference, while the Spartans are a
Division 1-A team.
Division I -AA teams come from schools
with smaller athletics departments and are generally regarded as second-class.lf we are going
to stoop to Division I -AA teams, why not invite Santa Clara University or UC-Davis to
play the Spartans? Why not at least offset losing respectability with the excitement of a local
rivalry?
The Spartans lose, regardless of the
game’s outcome. Even if the Spartans blow out
Eastern Illinois, SJSU will not receive any respect. lithe Spartans go undefeated in 1987,
poll voters will say, "Well, look who they
played, especially the first game of the sea
son." Chances for a decent ranking will go
down the drain.
The 1986 season was a memorable one for
the Spartans. They bounced back from a poor
season in 1985 to capture the PCAA title and
Cal Bowl. In the process, names like Mike
Perez, Kenny Jackson and Guy Liggins became
household words to Spartan fans.
We understand the problems the Men’s
Athletics Department encountered trying to fill
the open spot on the 1987 schedule, but Eastern
Illinois was a cop-out, and the Spartan football
team, its fans and SJSU were let down in the
process.

A message to Reagan the ’Contra’
more money should be sent to the ConNotra rebels until President Reagan provides
a full accounting of the money already
spent. This is the message House Democrats
’ sent to the Reagan administration last week by
voting to freeze for six months the last $40 million installment of the $100 million voted by
Congress to the rebels in 1986.
The administration cannot account for $27
million in humanitarian aid, voted by Congress
in 1985, nor any of the Contra rebel aid coming
from private sources within the United States.
Congress also has no way of knowing how
much money was diverted from the Iran arms
deal or how it has been used.
The people of the United States have a
right to know how the various types of aid for
the Contra rebels was spent.
House Democrats realize the resolution
probably won’t pass the Senate, and even if it
does, they don’t have two-thirds majority necessary to override a certain Reagan veto. The
real aim of House Democrats was to send the
president a message saying don’t bother asking
for additional Contra money in 1987.
"(The message) says, Mr. President, you
have no policy on Nicaragua. So what you have
been doing has failed . . . The American peo-

ple do not support it, and we in Congress are
not going to fund it," said Rep. Richard Gephardt, D-Mo., after last week’s vote.
Reagan is reportedly prepared to ask for
$105 million for the next fiscal year, and we
applaud the House’s determination to deny it.
President Reagan’s assertion there is no
reasonable chance for a diplomatic agreement
to the problems in Nicaragua without military
aid to the rebels is unsupported.
The Sandinista government has boycotted
the Contadora peace process, intitiated by a
group of Latin American governments seeking
peace in their region, because Reagan refuses
to stop the killing in Nicaragua by funding the
Contra rebels.
The president has also ignored mandates
by the International Court of the United Nations stating that continuous Contra funding
will never achieve peace in the region and that
such funding is a breach of international law.
Because of the unaccounted-for funds and
the president’s assertion there can be no negotiated peace without arming the Contra rebels,
the House made a wise move. We hope Reagan, the self-proclaimed Contra, will heed the
message.
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Letters to the Editor

Daily Delivery

Don’t expect nurses to be angels
Editor.
Divya Jhala, in her March 10 Viewpoint titled "Health
Center Personnel Should Be More Sympathetic." suggests
a few images one has of a nurse which I feel are misconceptions.
First. I have never thought of a nurse as a surrogate
mother. My mother does not poke needles into my veins
and slowly drain me of blood, nor does she strap cuffs
around my arms and measure my systolic and diastolic readings and my mother has never handed me a paper cup
with a brown paper bag to conceal it -- and pointed to the
restroom.
Second. I’ve never thought of a nurse as a psychoanalyst or as someone "you can tell all troubles to and who will
sympathize with you and comfort you." I do know nurses
undergo rigorous training in biology, physiology, anatomy
and so on. but I’ve never heard of a course on "kissing the
boo-boos and making it all feel better."
Third. Jhala states nurses are being trained for future
jobs and the Health Center is providing them with a vital
training process. The Health Center nurses I’ve met are all
qualified, trained professionals a number of whom have
worked at SJSU for many years. To imply they should be
concerned about "good future jobs" is an insult.
Finally, the times I’ve visited the Health Center the
nurses have been patient, personable, top-notch professionals. I’ve never called any of them "mom." asked for their
sympathy or shrugged them off as trainees. Sometimes they
may have had days and he a little irritable, hut they’re
human beings.
Before Biala asks the nurses to change their attitudes
toward patients, I suggest she open her eyes and realize they
are humans; not angels from heaven put on earth to kiss her
wounds.
Sarah Gaffney
Senior
Advertising

Wagner deserves support
Editor.
This is in response to Sports Editor Len Gutman’s
Thursday column which criticizes interim Men’s Athletic
Director Vern Wagner.
Gutman is opposed to the Spartans playing Eastern Illinois during the 1987 football season, and claims this choice
of an opponent is a cop-out by Wagner. Granted. Arkansas
or Oklahoma would have been more exciting opponents,
but these options were not available because of scheduling
conflicts with the Stanford game. Wagner should not hear
the blame for this problem.
Another objection is to statements about Wagner and
the implication he is not capable of leading the men’s athletic program. I remember when Wagner accepted the position under less -than -desirable conditions. As a former SJSU
athlete, I can only express respect for the solid, no-nonsense
leadership Wagner has displayed in working to rdmild our
program. There are not many who would have accepted
such a task.
Andrew J. Ream
Senior
Business

Forum Policy
The forum page offers an opportunity to expr....ss
views on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’s
name, major, phone number and class level. Phone
numbers and anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
Boor of Dwight Bente! Hall. or at the information (en
ter in the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel, length, taste and clarity.
Unsigned editorials, appearing in the upper-left
corner, are the opinions of the Spartan Daily editorial
board.
Weekly columns and columns appearing on a rotating basis are written by Daily editors and reflect
their individual opinions.
Pieces labeled Vlewpo:nt are written by Daily
staff writers and are also opinions of the individual.
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The forum page will periodically feature opinions
written by active community members, and will appear under the heading Community Perspective.

Amy L.
Pabalan

A curable disease

T

here will be no racial equality until society faces
its worst disease: prejudice.
Prejudice is the basis of discrimination.
And with discrimination, the belief that this is a free
country is an outright lie,
It is not just whites against minorities and vice
versa. Prejudice isn’t prejudiced it lives within a
person to the next regardless of race, creed or color.
A cute, quiet teen-age girl was excited because a
handsome football player had asked her to the Junior/Senior Prom. But she needed her parents’ permission first.
I won’ t let my daughter go ow with a black
guy . . What will everyone think of you? lam only.
trying to protect you from the ridicule and the
rumors . . . People can be so cruel.
flw Mom. Dad, we aren’t getting married.
That’s for sure. There are plenty of other boys to
date and fall in love with.
He’s not even my boyfriend. We’re just going to
the prom.
No. I don’t want you to go. I don’t think it’s a
good idea.
So she told the young man about a previous commitment to babysit for her aunt. But he knew she was
lying, and she knew he knew.
And the parents were ashamed.
Everyone is prejudiced. It is a learned behavior
from childhood, innocently picked up from parents. Parents’ comments and criticism about
"those other people" become a pan of a person, and
soon the same words and attitudes are repeated. It becomes a vicious cycle as the children pass it on to their
children.
But, wait, people can’t still be prejudiced. This is
1987. The Civil Rights Movement is over. There’s
Affirmative Action that give minorities a chance for
better opportunities. People’s attitudes have changed.
But prejudice does exist. Marchers honoring
Martin Luther King Jr’s birthday in Forsythe County,
Ga. in January were met with verbal and physical
abuse. In protest of the violence. thousands of marchers walked through the same area a week later.
Most of the time prejudice is not blatantly seen.
Most people believe it exists only in certain places of
the South with such white supremacy organizations
like the Ku Klux Klan and others.
But we hear the the evidence everyday.
Damn, those Mexican are always messing up the
neighborhood with all that graffiti . . .
Don’t play with those black kids anymore they
are good-for-nothings . . .
Man, those Vietnamese are lousy drivers
maybe they can’ t see through their slanted eyes
Those Jewish people are so cheap . .
Those Filipinos have funny accents and the food
they rook minks . . .
Look at that Indian’s funny -looking clothes . .
the saddest part is. those people who say
such things even in jest are the first to
Andc
swear they are not prejudiced.
In order to solve the problem of prejudice, people
have to recognize their feelings and deal with them
tram there.
Admitting to one’s biases and realizing such attitudes are unhealthy and wrong is the first difficult
step.
Then one has to find out why they feel that way.
Most likely a person is afraid because he is unfamiliar
with other people’s ways and cultures.
To overcome such uncertainty and fear, one can
simply begin by meeting people with an open mind
and make an effort to build solid friendships. By educating ourselves, we won’t feel so threatened by each
other
Some say prejudice will never go away. But in
our struggle to become a free country for one and all.
addressing the problem of prejudice should he our first
battle, and hopefully, our first victory.
Amy L. Pabalan Is the Entertainer editor.
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Dateline
San Jose area pubs offer
’Cavalier’ officials sentenced
St. Patrick’s Day revelry
Justice defends Miranda
PUBS. from page 1
church to let loose lor a day. That
why you have a saint associated with
the day. We pull all the furniture out of
the bar so people don’t stumble over it.
We don’t let people overdrink. It’s an
unfortunate association with over indulgence St. Patrick’s has. You see,
there’s the Irish, and there’s Irishness.’

-

C. B. Hannegan’s
208 Bachman Ave.. Los Gatos. Admission will
be by ticket only, with 400 being sold
at $20 apiece. The 520 provides patrons with a spit-roasted pig. traditional corned beef, oysters and clams,
as well as a shot of Irish whiskey and a
beer chaser. The Cruise Tones will
play at night. Green T-shirts will be
sold which proclaim, "I survived St.
Patrick’s Day at C.B. Hannegan’s, but
it wasn’t easy."
Bartender Steve Pittroff, who
bills himself as the longest surviving
employee of Hannegan’s. said, "We
have the most impressive list of scotch
whiskey anywhere around here."

Boswell’s 1875 S. Bascom
Ave., Campbell (in the Pruneyard).
Frank Joseph will play in the afternoon
and the Garcia Brothers will play at
night. Corned beef and cabbage will
he served, and green beer will he
available for SI all day.
Bar manager Jeff Benzler, an
SJSU alumnus with a B.A. in biology,
said, "If you’re willing to let us put
green stuff in your drink and it looks
good, we’ll give you a discount.
"We’re cleaning out a lot of the
tables and chairs. There’ll he a lot of
stand-up room for slammin* and celebrating. You’d he suprised how many
Irishmen come here. We’ve got a soccer team that comes in and waters.
And boy, do they water.’
Black Watch 1411/2 Santa Crtiz
Ave.. Los Gatos. This is a Scottish bar
that features a free juke box and whose
walls display paintings of warriors in
kilts with swords. Bartender Jimmy

Dalquist said, "St. Patrick’s day is OUT
busiest day of the year. We’ll he sell
ing Kamikazis in half-pint glasses fia
53.50. Our kamikazis are basically
what made us famous.’
Duke of Wellington
14572 Big
Basin Way, Saratoga. The bar is built
with an interior imported front England and looks like the quintessential
victorian-style club. The Clinton Day
Trio will play traditional and contemporary jazz..
Owner Barry Sullivan said.
"This trio came from SJSU. They
played their senior recital here, and we
liked them so much we hired them fOr
every weekend."
McNeil’s
Santa Clara.
corned beef
served. Frank
group Promise

-- 1100 Kiely Blvd .
Green beer and free
sandwiches will he
Joseph and the top 40
will provide music.

Compiled by Daily staff writer
Hans Ingebretsen.

Spartaguide
AIESEC will hold a meeting for
students interested in participating in
the professional students day at 11:30
a.m, today in Business Classrooms,
Room 208. Call Mona Charon at 7301006 for information.
Hillel Jewish Students Association will sponsor a Tuesday Lunch and
Learn at noon today in the Campus
Ministry. Rabbi Jonathan Plaut will
speak on "Ethical Wills." Lunch will
be served at a cost of $2. Call 29483 I I for information.
Career Planning and Placement
will hold a Co-op Orientation at 12:45
p.m. today in the Engineering Building. Room 334. Call Deb Boorgaard at
277-2272 for information.
Community Committee for International Students will hold conversation -in -English groups for all international students at 1:30 p.m. today in
the Administration Building. Room
222, group Room 1. Call Muriel Andrews at 279-4575 for information.
Financial Management Association will host the Financial Executive
Institute at 2 p.m. today in the Student
Union Umunhum Room. Call Moreen
Atwell at 296-3842 for information.
Department
will
Philosophy
sponsor lecturer John Searle, professor
of philosophy at U.C. Berkeley at 4
p.m. today in the Science Building,
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Room 164. Searle will speak on
"Minds. Brains and Computers."
Business Professional Advertising Association will hold "Interview:
Are you Ready" at 6 p.m. today in
the Student Union Almaden Room.
This will he the last meeting to join.
Call Cliff Asher at 277-3171 for information.
Delta Sigma Pi will host Barbara
Cheek, speaking about professionalism at 7 p.m. today in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Paul Serame at 258-0494 for information
SJSU Karate Club will hold a
workout at 7:30 p.m. today in SPX,
Room 89.

noon tomorrow in the Upper Pad of the
Student Union. Call Deborah Warren
at 279-9031 for information.
Re -Entry Advisory Program will
hold a Brown Bag Lunch at 12:30
p.m tomorrow in the Student Union
Pacheco Room. Anne Kopp will di,
cuss effective preparation for exams
and dealing with anxiety. Call Virginia
O’Reilly at 277-2005 for information.
Career Planning and Placement
will sponsor Interview II at 3 p.m. tomorrow in Instructional Resource Center, Room 310. Call Deb Boorgaard at
277-2272 for information.
Anthropology Club will hold a
Business Meeting with Prof. James
Freeman at 5:30 p.m. tomorrow in
Duncan Hall, Room 208. Call Alan at
277-2479 for information.

Acting and Role Playing Association will hold a pre -event meeting at
7:45 p.m. today in the Student Union
Human Resource Administration
Pacheco Room. Call Mike Herron at
Club will hold a meeting at 5:30 p.m.
297-3293 for information.
tomorrow in the Student Union PaPre -Law Association will sponsor checo Room. Call Denise Romano at
"Attend Law School for a Day," at 297-7393 for information.
9:30 a.m. tomorrow at Santa Clara
Christian
American
Asian
University. Call Jennifer at 734-1814
Fellowship will hold its weekly meetfor information.
ing at 7 p.m. tomorrow in Dudley
Associated Students Board will Moorehead Hall, Room 167. Call Don
Chin at 907-7808 for information
hold a candidate election forum at

SAN JOSE (AP) - All the supers isms in S31111.1
Clara County were given jail terms Monday by a judge
who angrily denounced their "cavalier approach" toward relies ing overcrowded jails.
Judge Spurgeon Avakian. the fourth judge in a 6year-old legal battle over county jails, sentenced Board
If Supervisors Chairwoman Dianne McKenna and Supervisors Zoe Lorgren. Suzanne Wilson and Tom Legan
to 10 days in jail and $2.((X) fines each for fading to
comply with his order to propose a plan to build 96 single cells for violent inmates.
Supervisor Rod Diridon received a reduced sentence, a 5 -day sentence and 51(88) fine, since he was
not held in contempt of one the judge’s orders. However, none of the supervisors is headed for jail immediately.
Avakian, a 73 -year-old retired Alameda County Superior Court judge who took over the case last year after
32 Santa Clara County judges refused to hear it, stayed
the sentences until April 16 to allow the supervisors to
file appeals.
Gov. George Deukmejian last week signed a hill by
state Sen. Dan McCorquodale, D-San Jose. giving the
supervisors 30 days leeway to file appeals.
Avakian also said he would allow the supervisors to
stagger their jail terms to avoid paraly zing county government.
The judge dropped his threat to fin" the county $9.3
million and put the money into a fund that would he used
for building the extra cells. He said the money would he
wasted if it went toward a separate project.
"We’re going to appeal. absolutely," McKenna
said.
Lofgren said the prospect of a jail term will not affect her stand on building new cells. She said the county
has greater need for other projects, such as beds for psychiatric patients and shelters for abused children.
In Santa Clara County, 2.771 male inmates are
packed into jails designed for 2.618).

It’s

all, because unfortunately, there’s a
few of ’em still in Lenster House.
That’s where the government sits,"
O’Brien said.
A part of the Irish culture that is
less prevalent than it once was is the
use of Gaelic, the native Irish tongue.
"Not as many people speak
Gaelic anymore." O’Brien said. "Up
in Donegal and Galway they do
they’re called Gaeletalchs places
where they still speak Gaelic. People
are sent there to learn to speak Gaelic.

ctunpulsory

in

the

national

schools. If you speak Gaelic, you have
a better chance to get on at a University or on the police torce. We tend to
call it Irish, not Gaelic. in Ireland.
"There are 32 counties in Ireland. There are 26 in the Republic of
Ireland. That’s the free state, which is
not under English occupation." he
said.
O’Brien looks forward to the day
when Ireland is once again united. His
car sports a bumper sticker which proclaims "Ireland Free 32."
O’Brien elaborated further on

UC Chancellor faces charges
SANTA BARBARA (AP)
Former University of
California at Santa Barbara Chancellor Robert A. Huttenhack was arrested Monday for investigation of embezzling campus funds, insurance fraud and tax evasion.
Iluitenback. 59, and wife Freda. 55, were booked
at the Santa Barbara County Jail at 9:45 a.m. and released on their own recognizance without having to post
hail. sheriff’s Deputy Tim Gracey said. Huttenhack was
scheduled to appear in court Wednesday. Gracey said.
The allegations centered on the "unauthorited use
of university funds and personnel at the chancellor’s oil.
campus residence and the failure to report such expenditures as income on the couple’s state income tax returns:. Gracey said.
The allegedly unauthorized lunds totaled more than
$174.000. sheriff’s investigators have said, including
$104.000 spent on the kitchen alone from July 1983 to
April 191(6.
who has been repaying the money . has
said lie believed the expenses were justified because of
the extensive college entertaining that took place at the
home

State students shaping up
California’s 1987 high
SACRAMENTO (AP)
school seniors recorded the highest reading, mathematics, writing and spelling test scores in a decade, state
schools chief Bill Honig announced Monday.
Honig coupled his announcement of the California
Assessment Program results, known as CAP test scores,
with a scathing attack on Gov. George Deukmejian’s
proposed 1987-88 budget, which Honig said will force
schools to slash the educational reforms which produced
the higher achievement scores.
Instead of cutting programs which are showing results. Honig said, Deukmejian should "act like a governor" by showing the leadership needed to raise the
money to continue school relorms instead of "hiding behind the budget and lisikii,t at everything from just a
cost perspective.’
The test results released by Honig reported California’s high school seniors scoring an average of 70.6 in
spelling. 70.0 in mathematics. 64.1 on written expression and 63.6 on reading. Those scores are all higher than
the goals set in the multibillion -dollar school reform
sponsored ht. Honig

Irish customs by

Acid rain threat supported
WASHINGTON (AP)
A long-awaited study of
acid rain predicts that about 300 lakes in the nonheastern
United States will become acidic in the next 50 years unless the pollutants that cause the problem are reduced.
The unreleased study by Environmental Protection
Agency scientists predicts that lakes in the Southeast will
start becoming acidic in that period, hut there is what
one official called a "nil" chance that lakes in the West
will he hurt because of low emissions of the pollutants.
If the conclusions stand up they would give ammunition to those w ho have long argued tor measures toreduce emissions of acid rain precursors from power plants
and other I ocl "III 111111 source.

and Deukmejian. Honig said

Irishman recalls traditional rites
PATRICK , from page I

PHILADELPHIA (AP) -. Calitornia Supreme
Court Justice Stanley Mosk says the Miranda rule requiring police to ad% Ise suspects of their rights will survive
in state courts even if the Reagan administration wins its
light for a repeal at the feckral level
In remarks prepared for a Constitutional Bicentennial observance Sunday. Mosk criticized Attorney General Edwin Meese Ill for his attack on the 1966 U.S. Supreme (’stun ruling but said Miranda has become settled
policy in police stations, trial courts and many state high
courts.
"It has taken two decades, hut law enforcement officers in the states have become reconciled to giving appropriate warnings to suspects." Mosk said. "And trial
Ridges understand they must reject statements obtained
from defendants who were not warned...
The Miranda decision required police who are questioning a suspect in eusiody to advise the suspect ol the
right to remain silent and consult It lawyer, who may he
appointed at government expense.
The court has since narrowed the decision, allowing
evidence of voluntary statements to police in some circumstances, hut has repeatedly ref used to overturn it.

going sonic

insight

into the significance of the blarney
stone.
"The blarney stone I think it’s
in Koelarney. Anyway, if you kiss it.
you get the gift of the gab. But if you
kiss somebody who sat on it. you also
get the gift of gab, but you get very
sick. ’Course. if they sat on it. you
know where you have to kiss ’em.
don’t you?"
Today O’Brien will he found sitting, not on the blarney stone, but on a
bar stool at one of the local Irish pubs,
hoisting a few pints of Guiness.
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I Iesumes
OVERNIG IT

Advertise
277-3171

Desktop
Publishing
by the Hour

Rent time on our Macintosh
and LaserWriter systcm.

kinkois

NI.S1)

Great copies Greif people

LAST CHANCE
TO JOIN BPAA
TOMORROW NIGHT!

"INTERVIEWS"
ARE YOU READY?
Wednesday
March I 8th at 6 p.m.
AI made’) Room
Student Union .1111
Buy a St. Patrick’s Day
Cookie at our table today
BPAABusiness ’Professional
iation

Advertising A

TRAVEL EUROPE AND TIIE ORIENT THIS SUMMER
The University of San Francisco ha. a unique opportunity for you to learn about busimulti -national corporattons ovcrca,. kam
ness from top-level executives ot
upper-division business credit in our fully accredited program while you make valuable
international contacts. Seminar programs available to Europe ane the Orient. For information call Dr. William Murray at 666-6514 or Dr. Hanmut Fischer at 666-6671 or return the coupon below to: Dr. William Murray. Department of Marketing. McLaren
Collette of Business, University of San Francisco. San Francisco, CA 94117.
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LJ WORD PROCESSING NETWORK
LASER PRINTING FOR A TOP QUALITY
APPEARANCE

Routes and Freeway
Waik,no

distance to S.ESU

MOTHER OLSON’S
INNS
OFFICE OPEN 7 DAYS

72 North 5th St., S.J.
998-0234

Hourly Rate Includes:
Double Proofreading
. 1 Free edit (4 changes or less per page)
Free

document

storage for 1 month

Meet the Candidates. . . Get the
Issues and the Answers

Document copied to your disk at no cost
My extensive

academic and editing experience

FAST * ACCURATE * RELIABLE

REDUCED RATES!!!
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFO: (408) 267-9134

Student Union -Upper Pad
Wednesday, March 18th, 12:00 Noon
funded by
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Spartans fall to Reno, Sac State
By Stephen Ellison
Daily staff writer
Under cold and strong vi Inds, the
SJSU baseball team lost IMO games to
Nevada-Reno 111-9- I I and another to
Sacramento State 118-9) over the
weekend.
Reno, a town that is located near
the foothills of the Sierra Mountains,
was not the ideal setting lie the Spartans.
’The conditions were absolutely
terrible and so was the officiating."
SJSU coach Sam Pinto) said
The Spartans (15-1() are gradually

the park, but the wind brought it back.
The hall was caught and that was the
end ol the game "
Anderson hit a hall earlier in the
game that did go over the fence. It was
his second round -tripper of the year.
Saturday. the Spartans played
their second scheduled game with
Reno. a 9-6 loss. Anthony Telford
started for SJSU, hut left the game
early because he simply couldn’t warm
up
Piraro suspected that this might

with another three -run bla-a in the seventh inning.
The Wolf Pack took an early 5-1)
lead in the contest, hut the Spartans
roared back with five runs in the fifth
inning and eventually took a 6-5 lead
In the Spartan fifth with one out,
Mike Haruff walked and went to third
on a single by Fernando Vitra. Greg
Banda walked to load the bases and set
the table for Rick Rayford. After a
pitching change. Rayford doubled
down the left field line, clearing the

Baseball
coming out of a lengthy slump at the
plate and have already proven to he a
dominant force on the mound. But neither of these factors have made a difference in their recent four-game slide
"I thought we played pretty
well," Piraro said Any of the games
could have gone either way. We
played well enough to win all three
games.
"Sure we’re disappointed. hut
we’re not upset. There’s a difference. I
get upset when we don’t play hard, hut
that wasn’t the 4:ase. I ask the kids to
do their best and that’s just what they
did," he said.
Al Bacosa and Dan Archibald.
both of whom were undefeated going
into the series, suffered their first
losses of the season. Bacosa (4-1)
went the distance in Friday’s matchup
against Reno. allowing the Wolf Pack
three runs early, which was enough to
defeat the Spanans 3-2. All of Reno’s
runs came off the bat of center fielder
Rob Richie. who hit a mammoth three run homer to right -center field.
In Sunday’s game against Si
mento State. Archibald 14-1) was us
attacked early as the Hornets collected
five runs on live hits in the first two innings. When he left the game in the
middle of the fourth. Archibald had al
lowed six hits and six runs while stir
rendering eight v. alks.
In the ninth. the Spartans rallied
for three runs to make it 9-8 and were
on the verge of either tying or going
ahead. But Hornet reliever Bob
Blankenship got past the last our
Spartan batters to gel the save
"We actually had that game
won," Piraro said. "Rick Anderson
hit a hall that should have gone out of

’The conditions were
absolutely terrible and
SO was the officiating.’
Sam

sist

Piraro,

baseball coach

happen and ix ds prepared to make a
change if it was necessary. Telford
walked away after pitching just one
and two-thirds innings and allowing
four walks. Mau 51cPeak came on in
relief.
Later in the game. Richie. a
Sporting News All-American. did further damage to the Spartan pitchers

ACCOUNTING MAJORS

475 feet. ended all hopes for a Spartan
victory. Straight led the Spartans with
four hits and two kill.
The Spanans meet the University
of San Francisco today at 2:30 p.m. at
Municipal Stadium. The Dons have
been known to be very effective from
the plate and this year have also put together a reputable pitching staff.
"Traditionally. they are an often
sive team," Piraro said. "But they
also got real good pitching."
In their last meeting. USF pitchers held the Spanans to just three mils
and three hits. But Telford’s IS-stril
out performance was just as effect ,
and enabled the Spartans to win the
game 3-2.
Bacosa is the probable starter for
the Spanans.

The Internal Revenue Services offers

"careers," not "jobs" in tax administration to
accounting graduates who are accepted for
the position of REVENUE AGENT.
We also have 25 CO-OP positions available.
For further information, visit your Career
Planning & Placement Center or contact
Elizabeth Laverty at (408) 291-4527. No
written test is required.

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

NOTES: Outfielder Rick Anderson is thy
Spartan,’ leader or is tied or the team lead in
nine offensive categones They are. At hat,
(74). Hits COI; Rome runs 121; RRI (191.
Triples (2
tied with Rod Pieryel. Smke
outs 1121; Stolen base, 13
lied with I,
others). Caught stealing (31 and Saenlit,Catcher Rick Raytiird leads the team ii
hitting with a 370 clip ... Al Haeosa and An
thony Telford are tied tor the team lead in
ERA It 5.1f. while Telford leads in strikeouts
with 77
Erie Yamasaki. a first baseman.
has been hmught up to the lean, from the reserve roster

An equal opportunity employer

uh

Ed Miles
Sid Orlando
Ed Pettyplace
Dave Rahn
Ray Raueria
Steven Riggin
Axel Sauter
Steve Sutton
Chris Williams

Eric Bryan
Chris Chick
Mark Covington
Rand Fanshier
Allen Izat
David lzat
Darren Jones
Scott Lamorte
Steve Lewis

Call: I3ob Turk at (408) 277-4204 for
interviews or bring resumes to City of Sail
Jose Personnel I3ept., 801 N. First St.,
Room 207, San Jose, CA 95110

"Always a member never a number"

d Fiord, wholthitopersh the Ncli X con
1,,

C,I,zenship required

Congratulates its Spring 1987
Pledge Class

’First time test tokershornocrediled nursing

n

U

SIGMA ALPHA MU
FRATERNITY

Immediate part time (20-30 hrs/wk)
contract openings available for second
year grad students with degrees in Public
Admin., Accounting,.Finance, Economic.
or Political Science, to assist in prep and
analysis oF annual budget. Assignment
ends 5/31/87. Salary: $8.00/hr.

Pont’ And with Kaplan’s
NCLEX prep you won’t.
Only Kaplan offers both
small classes led by expert
nurses and a Test-n-Tape’ series
for extra review.
All books are provided. Plus
with a Kaplan ID card, you
have 120 centers open to you.
Tuitions only 5195 and comes
with a money-back guarantee’
We also offer group rates and
student rep opportunities
So call!Kaplaris NCLEX prep
is the fastest cure for nervous
nurses.
ht..,

!KAPLAN

Count Copies at Kinko’s.
hours a this,
We’re open
days a week.

STANLEY H. KAN AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

SPRINGSEMEST

(415) 327-0841
300 Hamilton Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301

kinkots

Open 24 hours.
481 E San Carlos St.
Between 10th 8, 11th
295-5511
OS
PILSIV1

0A1-INTERVEIW
IDCKNEED.

111.1141.la

irsaliare

WORK
WITH THE
BEST.
Be a scientific officer in the Air
Force. The Air Force is forging
new frontiers in advanced
technology. If you have a
Scientific degree, you may
qualify to work with the best
and receive all the outstanding
advantages and opportunities
the Air Force offers. Call
US Citizens less than 30 yrs old
(-Au SSgt Dowd 1-1081275 -Q05a
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BUDGET ANALYST INTERN

NursingBoards
Anxiety:
Why Suffer?

CAN’T
SLEEP?

bases. Rod Pierce followed with a hit
batsmen. Both runners advanced on a
passed hall and with men at second
and third Bob Straight capped the scoring with a single to right
But. Richie’s shoi . estimated at

Next Game: USF,
Municipal Stadium,
today, 2:30 p.m.
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Half-sandwich, slice of pie, and
V
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V
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Meet America’s
Top-rated Aerospace Employer.
Talk with our representatives about
why in 1985 The Almanac of American
Employers rated Lockheed second overall
among America’s largest successful
companies. Tops among aerospace firms.
And talk about career opportunities at
Lockheed. And about our famed "Skunk
Works" facility where we developed the
SR-71 Blackbird, an aircraft so advanced,
it’s still the world’s fastest, highest flying
airplane in sustained flight.

Just sign up in your placement office
and mark these dates on your calendar:
Presentation
March 24
March 25
Interviews
You’ll see why we’re a company with a
remarkable history. And a future as promising as your own.
Lockheed is an equal opportunity, affirmative action employer. U.S. citizenship
is required.

--=.-i,?Lockheed-Califomia Company
Innovation
Mkt NK WORKS and the skunk design are registered service nierks id the liin:kheed
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A legislative directive 1mm the Associated Students
Board of Directors prohibits the A.S. Program Board from
working with One Step Beyond, a locally based night club.
The directive is a result of a financial conflict on the
sponsorship of the hand Berlin, between One Step Beyond
and the ASPB.

of many requests from the central USO committee and the recreation officers at Moffett Field, the Student Union will be open on Sundays beginning March 19.
for recreational evenings and dances.
"After much discussion we led a need for opening the
Student Union for games and dances Sunday evenings."
states Mrs. Sarah Wilson. adviser to the college USO
hoard.

A petition to cancel the $1( student association lee increase, to be effective for Fall ’117 registration, was filed by
members of the Students for Responsible Government and
could he included in the March 25 and 26 election ballot.
The Associated Students Election Board will have to
approve the initiative before President Gail Fullerton can foward it to the California State University Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds for final approval or rejection.
Three student editors have been suspended as the result
of running an editorial cartoon that was considered racially
offensive. The cartoon first appeared in the UCLA Daily
Bruin and then in the Daily Sundial of California State University at Northridge.

ii

CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Enhance personal & pro
Melons, growth.. Volunteer in.
tern In wodd renowned local
program
Counseling. support
services, admin are processing.
public inermertme hered-reisIng.
etc Si. & mono-lingual. all me**. grad & Lindero,. Esp... from clerical to post -grad
Intro-to-extrovert WE NEED YOU
Near campus ICEF PO Bos
952, Si 95106, call 280-5055
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTIC* Pt AN
Enroll now. Save your teeth. eyes
and money too For information
end brochure gee A S Office or
call (406) 371461 I

AUTOMOTIVE

PLYMOUTH AFIROW, Almost new
engine wtth only 300, miles on
Need to sell C.c.. family has
too many cars $1700 or best offer
call 27740065
77 HONDA ACCORD 0010 Runs
greet, new tires. very dependable
Must sell $1500 ho 246-5926

COMPUTERS
SELL

IBM COMPATIBLE

corn

ST complete system for
1570. AT complete system for
51195 PC-COM. computer & ea.
ceetiories 4040 3rd St . corner of
San Salvador. 295-1606 We an.
awl VI. or MC

FOR SALE
FUTONS,’ CREATE YOUR own living
6 sleeping space with our futons.
& frame* Customs
Futons & Pillows Plus. 900 S Winchester Blvd (betwn Moorpark &
VIIIILme)San Jose 296-6161 10%
Discount on futons iv ad
CAN
DEL TA

OWN

NEW

GRAND

t 0-speed for ie. then
MHC Bicycle Sales offers
low cost transportation needs tor
It,. student All sales final 3o 4.y
$115

guarantee Days 942.7736. Eves
293-4780 est for Joe

HELP WANTED
,
.

ADVERTISING, MARKETING ASSISTANTS rnisc office duties tor
*cal mechankal contractor Prl
time SS hr, start ennead. 280-7400
AIRt INES

CRUISEL INES

Sumner

HIRING,

Good Pet
Trevel Cell tor guide, cassette
newsservicer (916)944-4441020
Concur

DRIVERS POSITIONS. Part time-Aids
Rene A Car Is nor accepting applications Cl I. San Jose Airport
location Pies. epply or 1455
N F Airport Blvd between lain
end 4prn. Monday through Fridley
EXHAUST

FROG

OPERATORS

NEEDED It VARIAN Full flake
weekend shift (Friday, Saturday,
Sunday. Monday) Requires U S
citizenship.
lechnkal orleolestion end good record keeping
O 11ie Call 111 .0 14151 493-1600
est 415
GENERAI
Small

Varied duties. evening & week
ends. flesible hours CPI Debby
Janet et 296-7393
PART TIME JOBS" We market auto
club memberships for the rnapr
oil companies Pert -time eesy
Sours. weekly paychecks 57 to
515 hourly commission compiete
mining provided
Greet expert
ence tor your resort* R C SMITH

PART TIME SALES, Resume and writ Inc send.. encetient commissions Bey Area’s most experi
esked Student discounts Censer
Center .1 243-4070
PART TIME WAITRESS need00 for
evenings and or weekends Cali
Mac at Minato s 996-9711
PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDED tor creMing ads. devek*Ing & blowing
Op negs Sfeth for 10 hrs Call
Diens at 2869790
PHOTOGRAPHER

patter

YOU

PART TIME GENERAL OFFICE ASST

CORP 247-0570

IS IT TRUE you can buy peps for $44
through the U S govti Gel the
facts today, Cell 1-312 742 1142.
eel 8115

WE

or call Mon Fri between Owe &
7prn 275-9665 II the line is busy
pees. be patient 5 try pain An
equal opportunity compeny

OFFICE PHONE answerer
office Jeans oh PT ET.

53 50 05 hr COIl Greg .1 4069472
GRAPHICS STUDENT needed for diefor 101119
.* ed signs $6
Gel Diana et 2864790
JONI JOBS, JOBS’ ideal for students. Join our marketing stet
Tete new end renewal magazine
ceders by phone Mon-Weds A
$0et & Sun Outstanding teeming
potential Cell 370.9090
MAILROOM FILING Cl ERE. 50 F PT I7
hours
Flexible
114 5045 73 lir
Legible handwrffIng. cell 292
9424

PROMOTER

looking

tor young Wu. who
want citron In the MODELING
profession Celt netverd for ho
thee info 7234096
RED EYE Is eager to interview for en
PT 10 001 Oekridge 6
oust nit
Sunnyvel Mall Stores Will work
around school schedule. but
must be able to open 2 morns
wk Non-smokers interested In
the *statement of gals high lasts
ion clothing Nora al 727-3862
SECRETARY NEEDED for Jr Spar tens, $6111 lor 10 hrs Call Diens
s12664790
OFFICERS,"
SECURITY
time part time. ell shifts We
dein Apply In person Mon
gem -Open. 260 Merklien An..

Full
will
-Fri
San

.1050.0411 796-5880

The SJS Young Amencans for Freedom (YAF) will
hold a rally in support of the U.S. position in Viet Nam Friday at 12:30 in Seventh Street, according to Bob Young,
YAF president.
Dr. Milorad Drachkovitch, professor of political science at Stanford University, will speak at the rally. "U.S.
Experience with Communism and the Viet Nam Crisis"
will he his subject.

Wilt IAMS looking tor
someone with good concept or
colors inside sales of walloper,
carpet
10-20
paint. blinds
55111 Sal -Sun. call
hours,.
P4401 00 $coff et 723-7787

STUDENT ASSISTANT PROGRAMcompuMER needed to design
terized registration II eccountIng
program tor Orientelion Services
using Daaweill Salary negotiable
depending on skills end xperi.
mice Hours Centel. Apply by
4 1 87 In the Student Activities Of
lice, CAE Bldg .277 2167
TELEMARKETING
ION pert

START TODAY,
Flexible hours

Ikea
comrnistion
54* to start
bonus A national carpet *mining
company is looking for enthuslas.
Ilc persons to help expend its Bey
eras operation Call now Me
0720
WE NEED EXPERIENCED lotus user
to help cr.. accts Payable systern Cell Diens el 2669790

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING’ Near San
Jose Stale for students Don I
hassle parking, welt to school
free utlithes. monthly M. Fully
color TO VCR end
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single rooms @sellable 011100 72
N 511151. .11996-0234
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NEEDED’
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Own
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00111
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Good Clean Fun
50 1s.W1" COES-041s
UNE OF YOVR LIFE
1DoK LIKE,E07

Gene Mahoney

6oTA nitqf
OF HEN I- tErY
fly ttiqUi7,

511E LOCKSLIKE
FED EX-LAX
14E1i UNOLE LIFE

STUDIO APT. 2 miles NORTH 01 campus $425 rno has extra rm emudy bd.m for onel
Call 2886617 275-9509 0, 1-800474-8200
Also need part lime
starting In May
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RARE IT All! Stop shaving, crewing.
tweezing or using chern1.1 depth lodes 1 el me perredinenity remove your unwanted hair (chin
lummy
motif teen. etc)
15 percent discount to students
and ’acuity Call before June 1.

manager

1987 and get your first repot al 1 2
price ’Unwanted Half lumped.

UNFURNISHED ROOMS in 0 b.
house in quiet Campbell neigh

WOO My Care
Gwen Cheigren
RE
559-3500,1645 S Bascom
Ave MC
Heir Today Gone To.

borhood

5 min trm Pruneyerd
Nonsmokers only Washer. dryer,
full privileges 5275 nth plus edits
Call 371-1654 eves
1920

DATA ANALYSIS
nations reasonable UCNI
date stedIstIcs 795 Research
Assoc . (415)349-4407

DECORATOR APARTMENT.

CONDO style. 1 bedroom Available for mature person long term
preferred Must be financially responsible. clean, quiet and sober
only 551-553 S 6th St. 29309119 207-2071 after 5prn 5450

First -ales* metaphysical counseling Is exCrolleni tor finding iffe di-

ing needs tor the student Call
dews 942-7730 Eves 293-4780

PERSONALS
rection and purpose vocational
guldencc. deep sad -knowledge,
clarifying

lite

Iransitions.

reltionshlp
compatibility. end
profound insights 1.10 life dynamics and your soul’s path 1 have
been in private practice as Professional Psychic ZIonsuffient and
Astrologer since 1970 end use
vest array of techniques in serving you A single session does
Ike ionernezingly rapid. effective
end {pectic& 575 hr, $45 10 min
References, Carol Willis, M

Call

14081 734-9110 for appointment or
to bout.. on the mailing del for
lectures workshops cies*.

rrivaCleil

fruit

visually hold you against gravity
can now 1,1 Go, The experience
is like Costing in space Resorts,
Total reu.ular relaxation You
come away horn the experience
feeling 000 00 been vacationing
tor week In Maul Cell now for In.
formation or bettor still. .5 .9,11

KEYS MADE. LOCKOUTS opened re.
keying. locks A deadbolls installed. master keying. Call 400
to 6’00 Mon thrte Sat (Sur by
spur only) licensed-bonded-rt.bile 10.,, discount on labor with
thls ad Special rates for senior
citizens. SJSU students. staff &
faculty FREE estimates ’EMERGENCIES ANYTIME’ Call Ron
Hughes Evergreen Locksmith &
Securtly Services, 270-3277. San
Jose All work guaranteed
PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOG.
RAPHY by
SJSU grad Cherish
your price*. memories forever
Budget and deluxe packages
ineffable Complimentary 8 x 10
when you mention thls ea/ For
FREE
appointmeni
call
Paul
Sm. Photography at 258-1379
WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN Destine-IIne portraiture
with a sensitive touch A variety
Of packagel to choose horn, all
reesonebly priced By appointment (408)259-5941

Sunday brunch.. lectures. Tues.
day ’lunch and Learn
Israeli
dancing, holiday celebrations
For Inforoption cell HOPI at 794.
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INSTANT CREDIT., NO credit chock,
No ’Memel charges, You are
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more FREE information please
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TKF Mile sisters are the greatest. especially rnIne," Me. KrIsten,
ova Mr Video
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SJSU students will decide whether the proposed camThe building of more garages on the SJSU campus was
pus record store should he sponsored by the Associated Stu- dismissed recently as a solution to student parking problems
dents in the general elections on March 25 and 26. where by Assemblyman John Vasconcellos. D-San Jose, whose
the issue will he placed on the ballot.
district encompasses the campus.
At his monthly "town hall" meeting for March VasA campus political party. ASAP, has changed posi- concellos said he could see no solutions to a campus area
tions of two candidates and added three others, while four resident’s complaint of neighborhood street congestion behave left their posts.
cause of commuter overflow.
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Credit union approval still awaits signatures
CREW I , from mixt.
lease that will enable the credit union
to open in the A S Business Office
The lease had to he amended after
Bruce Richardson. general counsel to
SAL! and an assistant general counsel
to the Calitornia State University system. expressed his desire tor a clearer
separation between the credit union
and the A S . the CSU. SJSU, and the
state of Calitornia
"We’re looking at March 18 to
open, ’ McLennan said Friday. "But
it all matters how long John Hillyard
takes to approve it "
The credit union was in a similar
situation on Feb. II when the A S. approved the lease for the first time. At
that point. McLennan and Boothe had
been looking to open by March I.
But Richardson. who looked at

the lease for President Fullerton. did
not return it until Monday.
In his memorandum. Richardson
stressed the importance of keeping the
credit union separate from the AS..
SJSU. CSU. and the state of California.
One point was a sign, which is to
hang in the A.S. Business Office
pointing this out. Boothe said.
The credit union hoard of directors approved the lease by a 5-0 vote
Tuesday hut did have two problems
with the amendments
The first is that the credit union is
now under the same rules with other
banking services on campus, such as
the automated teller machines.
Richardson’s
to
According
memo, the credit union can now be
closed along with the ATMs if the
CSU chancellors do not believe that

’fie (credit union
examiner) just came
up, looked around,
asked how things were
going and when we’re
going to be open,’
Michael McLennan
credit union director
there should he banking services on
campus.
Nigel Murtaugh, president of the
credit union board of directors, expressed his concern for this amendment at Tuesday’s meeting.

D C Cuisine
Students take taste tests for Dining Commons
TA51ING. from page I
seem to he popular. David said.
"We go according to what their
demands are and what they buy. The
students try products and their response tells us if the item will do
well." she said.
Students are becoming more
aware of what they are eating and so
tend to read what their purchase contains. They are the ones who determine what they’ll buy in the end.
David said.
"What students are looking for is
natural flavoring, no artificial flavors
or colors, less caffeine and less salt in
everything." she said.
The tasters include the old cafeteria food service manager, the Student
Union kind service manager, the Dining Commons manager, the catering
manager, and the food service’s director.
"These people taste the products
and compare them with things already
tasted in the past. If it is a product that
may sell well on campus, they’ll go
ahead and make arrangements with the
sales representative who will then contact SJSU’s distributor," McHan said.
Not all the distributors working
with SJSU carry all available food
products. If the distributor working

with SJSU won’t carry a product, then
the school won’t buy it because they
try to work only with that distributor,
she said.
"We work on a hid system and if
a distributor wins the hid, we buy
products only from him," McHan
said.
"We set up tastings on Thursday
afternoons only, from 2 to 3 p.m. It
depends on whether we’re interested in
a product. Sometimes we have a tasting every week, sometimes we
won’t," she said.
On the average there are at least
two calls per week for tasting products. The decision to taste is based on
the suitability of the product to the
school’s need and costs, McHan said.
"If we think it’s going to be too
costly for the students, we don’t go
ahead with the tasting. High priced
items don’t do too well on this campus." she said.
They consider the cost and convenience of the products and whether
they are likely to sell, she said.
"Some of the products that have
been tasted in the past and are currently selling on campus are cookies
and croissants. We tasted many brand
names last fall and got the hest cookies
and croissants for a good price."

McHan said.
There is a broad range of products
that are tasted by the food service people. These include meats, vegetables
and a lot of baked goods, she said.
"The tasters are provided with a
form which has the name of the product and its company. Each manager
rates the food tasted and they vote on
it." McHan said.
Recently the stall tasted a preprepared vegetable and seafood lasagne for the Old Cafeteria and the
Dining Commons. This item could he
used in catering but only when the
chefs aren’t around to prepare iv
David said.
"The product was very good.
However, we would prefer to prepare
it ourselves." David said.
There was a change in the company that siipplied juices, she said.
"We were running out of juices
and not able to supply the Dining
Commons or any of the areas. So, we
changed the company," she said.
Personalized service is also a factor in the sale of food. The deli and the
salad bar are doing well because of the
personal service offered and the opportunity it provides students to make
their own choices.

Munaugh, using a letter from
CSU General Counsel Mayer Chapman to President Fullerton. pointed
out that the credit union should not receive any benefits or burdens that any
campus operation would not receive

Munaugh believes that because
the credit union is paying more for its
space than the automated teller machines, it should he under different
guidelines.
"We should either pay market
prices and he in the same ballpark or
we should not pay market prices and
we should be in a different ballpark."
he said.
McLennan said he will address
this issue at a later time.
"We have concern for the extra
burden and we will speak to Mr. (Ron)
Barrett, Student Union Director and
President Fullerton about this request
when we come up for negotiations in
January," McLennan said.
The second concern was the insurance that the credit union needs for
lease space in the A.S. Business Office They will have a SI .5 million

policy when the credit union opens.
They would like it to he reduced to one
million. McLennan said.
The A.S. took only five minutes
in a special session Wednesday to give
its unanimous consent to the amendments.
The sooner the credit union
opens, the sooner the organizers can
avoid pressure from the National
Credit Union Administration. McLennan and Boothe have said in the past
that they could come in at any time and
close it down.
An example of this pressure was
evident on Wednesday when credit
union examiner Dan Wong visited the
credit union.
"He just came up. looked
around, asked how things were going
and when we’re going to be open,"
McLennan said.

NUMMI car manangement exec
speaks to SJSU business students
NI.,t1A11, from page I

concept 01 "Just -in-time" illustrated the reli"People are New United Motor’s greatest assets." ance on timing as an essential criterion in production.
Dammer said. "It sounds like a cliche
. hut if part of
Americans spend millions of dollars in inventory
the production fails, the whole production line has to systems to stock surplus, Half said. But the "Japanese
shut down," he said.
answer to this was the ’just -in -time’ concept where you
NUMMI, the I2 -year joint venture between Gen- get your necessary imput just when you need it."
eral Motors and Toyota Motors Corp., started in 1984 at
"Just-in-time" consists of scheduling for effective
a previous GM plant, and aimed at production of quality use of materials. Dammer said the supplier for car seats
and low-cost cars.
will make 10-15 trips to the company. The seats do not
"Technology isn’t going to save America; it’s back stay for more than two hours, because they will he put in
to common sense -- treating people as people," Karen the cars as they are unloaded.
Half, senior in management and president of APICS
"Cooperation and communication are necessary
said.
between Japan and the United States." said David LawThe purpose of this joint venture was twofold: For
master, senior majoring in management, who ccx)rdiGM. it was to learn about woclucian techniques for
1neof the event.
.
.610
compatimitioniiitt forlfRiAntrtnTh-litvittuffitt
d1
"(Americans) have to take (the Japanese) Wly01/4
and to diffuse international trade, Dammer said.
it in our identity," Lawmasimplement
doing
things
and
Dammer explained that teamwork is stressed by diter said. " ’lust -in -time’ is a simple hut different conviding workers into groups of four or live who respond
cept that seems to work well with the Japanese."
to a team leader. He said that although there are different
Demmer said involvement is encouraged at the
departments in the company, 95 percent of the nearly
plant. He said that a suggestion to modify the length of a
2,5(8) workers are under onsgegieral classification. roll of metallic tape has saved management some’
"Many managers craillider iVorkers as something
you can dispose." Ramiro Villeda. SJSU professor of money.
"Participating management is a new idea in the
manufacturing management said.
After GM and Toyota signed their agreement, U.S.," Lawmaster said. Suggestions get employees inNUMMI replaced GM’s previous management with Jap- volved; at the same time, these ideas could work as a
cost-saving device.
anese and American leaders.
Workers’ input is better for the company. Villeda
Villeda said in the previous live to seven years there
were 15-20 companies that, after a change of manage- said. But, it requires two things: worker involvement
and a different lv pe of management. he said
ment, have succeeded.

Associated Students Election 1987
NonTraditional Minority Affairs

The Associated Students director of
non-traditional minority affairs serves as a
liaison to non-traditional minority groups
including, hut not limited to, disabled,
gay. re-entry, night. veteran and women
students.
The director reports to the A.S. hoard
of directors concerning and proposed
changes in policies affecting non-traditional minority students at SJSU.
The office holder is expected to see
the special needs and concerns of non-traditional minority students are adequately
addressed.

Student Services

The Associated Students director of
student services serves as a liaison to the
university’s Student Services division, th(
Student Union Board of Directors and the
office of Student Programs and Services.
The office holder is expected to
strive, in coordination with these offices,
to make sure student service needs are adequately met. The director promotes, in
coordination with the director of communications, student awareness of those services.
The director serves as a member of
the Student Union hoard and the Student
Services Advisory Board.

Sr., Humanities
REAL

Christine Derenzi
Freshman, Nursing
AS

a non-traditional student. so I am
Iam
familiar with some of the problems that
non-traditional students face. I am a
student parent. I have experience working
with both CSSA representatives, and the
A .S board of directors. I have a feel for
how to approach problems and what’s
going on. I’m really committed to doing a
good job for the constituents.

They should vote for me because (am
here to work for the students, and
because of what our party stands for.
which is representative government and responsible spending. So they should vote
for me because I’m going to work for that
responsible spending, especially with the
groups that I’m involved with as director
of non-traditional minority affairs.

Q

What are your priorities tor ma. imaging and spending student
moneys!

Ithink the main thing that student money
should he used for is educational opportunities, conferences, lectures. cultural events or things that their particular
organization are doing to enhance and expand their education. I think it would he
appropriate to consider things that enhance
the image of SJSU.

feelings towards spending
Our
money is, one, that when money is
requsted it shoud he dealt with immediately. ASAP. Also, reasonable requests should he granted. We .feel that the
previous A.S. bent rules too much. We
work within the parameters that are already
set up. and from that we go and will just
give money where it’s needed.

Q

Q

What problems and challenges
. if ,,mu loresee for your office
oser the coming year’?

hild care is going to he an ongoing
isssue. It’s been identified by both
IL, the Trustees and CSSA as a top
priority so we’re going to have to continue
to work on that Also, the issue of family
housing, with the closing of Spartan City,
we’re going to have to work with that
group of students. I think it’s going to he a
pressing issue this year.

There’s awareness weeks, especially
fin the groups that I’ll be working
with I see challenges in working
with these groups and helping these groups
to he well publicized and well attended. As
t or problems, there’s always money problems. Maybe if something comes up with
requests for money, there might be problems with that.

Q

How do you perceive your role
and the un0er
within the A.S
say?

overlapping
/see that there are some
areas. Nothing’s completely separate in
terms of what each A.S. director has to
do Our job is to provide and support and
encourage and interrelationship with the
students, the A.S hoard of directors, the
faculty, administrators of the university.
and also, of course, Sacramento.

role in the A.S. is. Susan and 1
Myagree. that the A.S. Director of
Non-traditional Minority Affairs
is to be a liaison, but just lobe a person
that people know Within the university. I
guess my position would just he to take the
groups that I work with and make them
known in the whole, take my part, and
make my part pan of the whole

Q

Why should students vote for
N ou?

Patricia Phillips

Q

Why should students vote for
you?

What are your priorities or ma
? naging and spending student
money?

Bret Polvorosa
Sr., Journalism
REAL
Ihave high ideals. I ran for office because I want to help SJSU get better. I
want to instill more pride in the
school not that it’s lacking, but it can
always get better. I like to be organized so
I think I could bring organizational skills to
the office. I also like to motivate others. So
I’ll he directly in charge of student services.

the betterment of the students and
For
the university, in general. I wouldn’t
want any money except for the most
important things. As the semester goes by.
we’ll figure out what these important
things are. Put the money in things that
will help the university grow and help the
students in different kinds of services by
instilling new ideas in the program

Q

What problems and challenges
do you foresee for your office
over the coming year?

Because we are such a diversified
school, everybody’s going to have
their priorities, and there are so
many groups on campus, they’ll he wanting money spent for their group. You’ve
got to keep a real even balance in that respect. Ill want to get some new ideas instegated on campus, trying to implement
these might he a challenge.

Q

How do you perceive your role
within the A.S. and the univer-

an Important one, because I would
Ashe representing the students I have
a lot of pride in school. I stick up for
ii wherever I go and I think that should
only rub off on the job I do. I really want to
give SJSU a good name because it can get
a lot better. Not that it’s not now. but you
can never he too organized or striving for
too much. There’s always more.

sity’

